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Energy storage and equaliser unit is a solution we offer
preferable combined with a large solar farm system.
System component set up can be as follows
* Solar farm that adds power by sun and connect to the
internal local grid
* Grid connection switch board for an external national
grid that can work in parallel.
* Battery energy storage by NAS battery technology with
chargers and inverters in a container. Containers are
normally 1.2 MWH / and output 200KW in capacity
* Inverters that convert Battery DC voltage to AC
connected to internal grid
* Controller unit than balance all parts of system.
Function is as follows
Solar power charge battery unit as much as
possible and when battery is full system can
send power to the internal grid. Internal grid use
get power first and when you have to much you
can export and sell if possible.
When battery is charged over a high charge level
solar power is converted to AC by inverters to
support grid and reduce power consumption
from grid. Solar power is used 100% internally
and replace the external and costly grid.
If grid disappears the system starts too act as a
back up battery and replace grid to 100%. Here
we have a full back up system that can replace a
generator.
If power consumption for shorter period get over
certain levels the system starts up and inverters
support grid by extra power to reduce stresses of
load.
Battery can operate as a equaliser and stabiliser
for power.
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Solar farm section. We normally use a-Silicon /
CIGS panels as they are best when weather some
days are cloudy and rainy where they give much
more output than crystalline panels. Thes panels
are 2 glass laminated designs and are more
reliable than panels wit a plastic back side. They
are also much stronger to bad handling. Warranty
is 25-30 years.
Panels can be mounted on surface mount or roofs.
Roof installations can make a warehouse under
panels so this can add extra value. Fo best output
we have trackers hat adds 25% in power but gives
increased complexity of installation.
Solar farm preferred but system works with no solar farm if
connected to grid. Then all is just a back up system and
stabiliser of a nervous grid.

Energy storage unit / Battery unit.
This is the most
costly part of system and it have very high demands in
reliability and long life time. There are many models of
battery solutions with different characteristics. Many are
new and not well tested and many made by new suppliers
with limited experience. Cost is always an issue. We use
NAS battery systems as alternative nr 1 by good
reasons.They have been made in numbers for almost 20
years by a very solid company with trust to fulfil warranty
matters of something happens. Life time is 15 years and
battery packs can then be upgraded to 15 new years of
operation.
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NAS battery is based on Sulphur / Sodium cells and have been used for over 10 years and production in
Japan say quality is very high and reliable. Cost is also good compared to alternatives so normally a NAS
battery gives best Life Cycle costs for end user.
Modules are in 20 feet containers and here there is also charger and electronics installed. This make all
simple and if anyone want extra cells just add one and hook it up. Largest installations are over 100
containers so this say it is a good flexible solution
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